Over eighty candidates are now trying for the Harvard crew.

There are three hundred and forty men in the physical development class at Harvard.

The Civil Service Reform Club of Harvard was recently addressed by Theodore Roosevelt.

Johns Hopkins University has 515 students enrolled this year, the largest number in its history.

The students of Lehigh have adopted the honor system in examinations by a large vote in its favor.

The new building of the University of the City of New York will be ten stories high and will cost $700,000.

At Princeton two men from each class are stationed daily at the gate of the field to identify all spectators of the practice.

Football has made its way so far in Germany that a Frankfort team has just visited England. It plays the Rugby game.

The University of North Carolina will play the University of Virginia for the football championship of the South on Thanksgiving Day.

Andover has decided that all its annual athletic contests shall take place against Lawrenceville instead of against Exeter, as heretofore.

Emperor William, of Germany, has presented a trophy, valued at $1,200, to be annually competed for by the crews of the German universities.

One hundred and twenty-five preparatory schools are represented in the academic Freshman class at Yale. Of these schools, Andover sends fifty-one.


The Treasury Department has decided that football is labor. A contemplated importation of a professional eleven from England was prevented therefore by the contract labor law.

Cornell is to send a crew to England next year to meet the best oarsmen of English Universities. The matter is practically settled and only awaits the sanction of the Cornell Athletic Council.

Yale graduating classes publish a class book containing half-tone photographs of the members, brief reviews of the men during their course, a history of the four years in college, and other valuable statistics.

There are many college men who believe that a league should be organized to consist of Yale, Harvard, Princeton, Pennsylvania, Cornell, and either Dartmouth or Brown. By this arrangement the college football championship would be settled beyond a doubt.

Very radical changes have just been made in Yale's commencement programme. Hereafter, the only speaking at commencement will be an address by the president on the condition and progress of the university. The valedictory and salutatory, together with all other speaking, have been done away with.

Although there is an unusually large amount of literary and journalistic work done at Harvard, it does not receive as much recognition as in some other colleges. To remedy this it is proposed to form a press club. As there are at least sixty men who are editors of the various periodicals and dailies, a very comfortable club house could be maintained.